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Dave the Animal Perry's Top 10 Games
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In this issue:

The former Sega Mascot makes his
triumphant return in the all new DX
version of Alex Kidd in Miracle World.

Can cats play videogames?

We have a special Top 10 games list
from Games Master legend Dave
Perry. 

  editor's note
I have to say I released the last Pandory
Magazine and I am not a fan of it. It just
didn't meet my original idea and just
felt a bit flat apart from the look of it. 

So sorry once again, I hope you find this
issue a lot more entertaining as we take
a look at a good mix of games you may
or may not have heard of. 

So with that being said, once again
thank you for taking the time to read
this issue and here's to the future of
Pandory Magazine. 

Regards,

Flea Sixty
EDITOR IN BEEF

Flea Sixty

Olá a todos os nossos
leitores no Brasil!
Continue jogando Amigos!!
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It's not Coke, but at least it's wet!

Pandory is part of the Pandory Corporation
and as such we don't like Coke as it sucks ass!

enjoy aenjoy aenjoy a

Pandory Magazine would just like to say we have nothing against

Coke and if you enjoy the horrible sugary syrup then good for you. 
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Retro Game 

Corps Channel

Team Pandory

Youtube Channel

The guys over at Team Pandory (the real ones not me)
have been busy working on a few videos highlighting a
few different products such as power towers, mini
pc's and other random bits. 

Retro Game Corps have added a few videos this
week. One of which is the top 5 handhelds available for
under $150. As well as taking a look at the Lakka
firmware for the Anbernic handheld systems. 

Wicked Gamers

Youtube Channel

Past Issues

NE
WS

This week Wicked has taken some old pcs and turned
them into emulation machines as well as reviewing
quite a few different packages from China including a
fake megadrive mini and a Sega genesis plug and play
unit. 

Pandory  Issue #4

Pandory  Issue #1 Pandory  Issue #2 Pandory  Issue #3

Dandory  Issue #1

from the
YouTubes
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Karnov is one of those games that
people either remember fondly or
scratch their heads wondering
what it is. I remember the first
time I saw Karnov, I was around 11
years old and went to Chris
Bradleys house. (It was huge, the
posh sod had rich parents!!).
Anyway we went into his kid cave
(told you he was rich) and he was
sat playing on a game that was
just a big block of yellow at a first
glance. However under that big
block of yellow sprites lay a game
that was tough as nails featuring a
big bald guy in baggy trousers.

That guys full name is Jinborov
Karnovski but he is known world
wide as Karnov the strongman.
The game sees Karnov searching
for the ultimate treasure, the only
problem is that to reach it he
must venture on a perilous
journey throughout the world that
just so happens to be inhabited by
various monsters all quite happy
to kill you in an instant. 

What follows is a pretty hard
platforming adventure game in
the vein of Ghost's n Goblins only
without zombies popping up to
keep you moving along and killing
you constantly. 

The game has the nice addition of
items to help you along the way
such as magic shoes, ladders
(which you need to grab the very
first pair of magic shoes) and
much more to aid you on your
quest as well as power up's to also
upgrade your fireball. 

Trivia: Karnov's
middle name isn't
actually Jeff as he

doesn't have a
middle name at all. 

The game reviewed quite highly
back in the day achieving a 9/10 in
Your Sinclair and 10 stars from
Sinclair User. Whilst Crash gave it
76% and CVG gave the game a
30/40 mark. 

Karnov is still very playable today
and it is still just as hard as I
remembered, although playing the
arcade emulated version is a lot
easier on the eyes than returning to
the good old ZX Spectrum version
of the game.

 Strangely enough the NES port of
the game makes some changes to
the original version. 

In the NES version you can take 2
hits before dying instead of just 1.
Levels 4 and 8 are completely
different to the Arcade and other
ports of the game. Even stranger
though the last boss is completely
replaced and is no longer an evil
wizard but a giant 3 headed
dragon. 

If you decided to give Karnov a try
then you may enjoy it as the
controls are easy to master. Just
expect to die a lot while you get
used to the mechanics of the game.

Above
An enemy throwing a rock.

KAR
NOVRelease Date :  1987 Developer :  Data  East

System Releases :  Arcade,  NES,  C64,  Spectrum,  Amstrad CPC

Pandory
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What a description!
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KAR
NOVS
REVENGE
Release Date :  7th  March 1994 

Developer :  Data  East

System Releases :  Arcade,  NeoGeo

and the  Sega Saturn .

Genre :  F ighter

Pandory
The Gaming Magazine

Karnov's Revenge is actually the 2nd game in the
Fighters History series and is also known as
Fighters History Dynamite depending on your
location. 

In the first Fighters History Karnov was the
organiser of the fighting tournament and also
one of the unplayable bosses you had to defeat
to win the tournament itself. However as Karnov
was defeated he hosted another tournament to
seek his revenge and prove how strong he
actually is, but this time around as a playable
character taking the roster from 11 to 13 fighters
in total. 

The game looks pretty nice overall and runs
quite well through emulators if you are using
something powerful enough to run it. The music
is neither great nor terrible. If you have played
any Street Fighter game then you will be able to
pull off many of the special moves for most
characters with ease as Karnov's in particular
follows the Hadouken and Shoryuken moves. 

The game seems quite tough to me in parts but
that could be due to my character selection of
the fat man himself. Although I have to admit I
do like how he puffs his chest out when he wins
to make out he isn't rotund.

So if you like fighting games and fancy a game of
something different for a change then Karnov's
Revenge maybe worth taking a look at,
personally I'd prefer to take the original Karnov
game over this one to waste away a bit of time.

Get him told Karnov,

that Flea sure is a pleb!
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SUPER
MAGICIAN 
LING HUAN DAOSHI

Ling Huan Daoshi Super Magician is one of those
unlicensed games that appear quite often in the Asian
market. You know they type where they copy a game
and reskin it and tweak a few things here and there to
make it something different but still worth a look.

Super Magician is a reskin of Zombies or Zombies Ate
My Neighbours depending on your location in the
world. With that being said there are quite a few
changes to make the game worth playing. Instead of
the trampolines you have hedges to destroy so that you
can reach the next section of the level to rescue the
civilians. What the game doesn't say is that you have to
press the pause button and press left or right on the d-
pad to select the orbs needed to destroy the hedges.

Personally I like the changes and really like the
graphics and character models. Maybe it's because
when I was young I watched the excellent Mr Vampire
and Close Encounters of the Spooky Kind religiously
growing up, but I just love the designs for the spooky
Chinese Zombie/Vampire characters who hop around
the map. 

The gameplay is pretty much the same as in Zombies
which isn't a bad thing as that game really is great. This
is one of those games that I wished I had to got to play
as a kid as I know that I would have played this to
death along with my other favourite Asian Mega-drive
game Super Magical Flying Hat Turbo Adventure.

The sound's great, the controls are great and the
gameplay is just pure unadulterated fun. This is a time
when a cheap knock off actually works just as well as
the original. I would gladly recommend that you give
this game a try, I am sure you will enjoy it just as much
as I have done over the last couple of evenings.

Release Date :  7th  March 1994 

Developer :  GamTec

System Releases :  Sega MegaDr ive

Genre :  Rescue Miss ion  Type

Decap Attack FTW!
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Release Date :  1991  

Developer :  UPL

System Releases :  Arcade

Genre :  Shump

Pandory
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Black Heart isn't a game that I had heard of before,
but thought it looked interesting enough to give it
a quick blast. The game see's you going to rescue
your girlfriend/wife/princess/sister as per the usual
storyline in most games who has been kidnapped
by an evil wizard. 

BLACK
HEART

Armed with a flying dragon who shoots fireballs
and the occasional help from some spear chucking
fairies. (Yes you read that correctly) you set off on
your rescue mission. What follows is some quite
easy Shump action for the first couple of stages,
that is before the game decides to give you a nice
big two fingered salute and instantly raise the
difficulty level. The developers realised this as soon
as you have run out of lives and decided to
continue you are awarded three fairies to help you. 

Each time you die you lose one a fairy and it
becomes a game of rinse and repeat of shooting
enemies, dying and pressing continue until you
reach the wizard at the end. 

The last stage see's you face off against some of the
bosses from the previous stages up until you reach
the Wizard. Some of the enemies are pretty nice to
look at like the Gargoyle boss featured in the top
right screenshot. 

It's a shame as it does have some good ideas, but
the repetition of the game just gets a bit meh with
some levels feeling overly long for no reason at all.
Some of the hazards are also a pain, with one
section seeing you have to balance between spikes,
which is a lot easier said than done.

Overall I found the game lacking something as the
later difficulty spikes kind of ruined the game for
me. I do like a challenge. but when it becomes a
routine of pressing continue multiple times in a
level then it just becomes tedious at best.

Black fart more like it,

yes I am insinuating you

followed through Flea!! 
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MON
STER 
SLIDER
Release Date :  1997

Developer :  Visco Games

System Releases :  Arcade

Genre :  Puzz le

Puzzle games are a quite weird as a whole,
when you think of great puzzle games you
probably think of games like Tetris, Columns,
Magical Drop III, Bust A Move, Devil Dice,
Kurushi or a few others. But for these few there
are hundreds of games that just don't seem to
work for one reason or another and just get
forgotten about or just ignored.

Monster Slider is one of those that I am
ashamed to say that I have ignored as it one of
those games that is fun to play yet is also very
challenging at the same time. (I haven't
managed to get past the 4th level yet, I know I
suck). 

The game sees you controlling the blocks
dropping down in pairs from above. Match
three or more and they disappear and send
skulls over to the opposing side. So your pretty
basic columns/Puyo Puyo style of game? 

Oh no, Monster Slider differs from these as you
have the option to change the floor height by
pressing a button, This will then make any
loose slide from one side to the other until they
hit another block. 

It really is an interesting take on some of the
more successful puzzle games out there, and
does make it feel like something new. The
switching does take a while to get used to but
it does work and is a pretty nice addition to
this style of match 3 games that we all enjoy.
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Release Date :  1996 

Developer :  Marble  Inc .

System Releases :  Arcade

Genre :  Shump

Pandory
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HOT
DOG 
STORM

Various different weapons - Check
Side gunner pick ups - Check
Waves of enemies - Check
Slightly bigger enemies who spray more bullets - Check
Enemies that drop power up's and bombs - Check
Bosses that fill half the screen - Check

I have to say when I saw the title Hotdog Storm I thought
this is going to be awesome. The title made me picture some
crazy game like Captain Tomaday, Bell's n Whistles or some
other style of shooter with a crazy character, Alas no, what
we got instead was a game with a fantastically weird name
but hidden behind it was just another generic shump that
we have seen many times before.

I am not saying Hotdog Storm is a bad game by any means,
it's just not what I expected from the amazing title. To be
honest though Hotdog Storm is indeed just another generic
shump that doesn't feel all that great to play to be honest.
Sure it's a solid enough game but it just follows many of the
games before with nothing apart from the name to set it
apart from others in the genre.

So you get the point, if you have played one shooter you
have played this. Please don't get me wrong I do enjoy a
good shump as much as the next person/lamp/chair or
whatever they wish to identify as. Hotdog Storm should have
stamped it's own identity on the genre and screamed "Hey
look at me, I've a stupid name but I'm an awesome game!"
unfortunately it seems to mutter under it's breath as it
slopes off saying "please play me, what you have something
better to do, no problem, it's fine". 

So if you like great shumps that standout from the rest then
give this game a miss, if you just want something to pass the
time then play something else. It's tired, it's bored and you
have played it all before. 

Did Simon Cowbell write

this moaning garbage?
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I can't imagine why
 anyone would

 be offended by this!!

From the makers of Pandory Magazine
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Qix debuted in Arcades in 1981 and has been
ported to 15 other systems with the most recent
being the Nintendo DS in 2011. Not bad going for a
game weighing in at 30 years of age and says a lot
about it's gameplay. Since then it has had a few
sequels, including a 2 player version called Twin Qix
and spawned countless clones which all seem to
retain the same simple gameplay from the original. 

One of those clones is a very naughty game called
Gals Panic and it's many other naughty sequels
which are fun to play if you want to see some
pixelated boobies. (RobsonMeg Mubhub's full of
them). 

However these games aren't really suitable for
everyone and Kaneko realised this and created
Panic Street which is basically a PG version of their
naughty game with anime styled characters who
keep their clothes on and don't make smutty
noises.

As such Panic Street features a whole host of
characters to unlock, 8 as standard which you
randomly select from as well as 4 hidden
characters who are more than likely unlocked by
achieving nearly 100% completion of the image
and capturing all the phones on a level. 

The gameplay is both fun and frustrating in equal
measures, you attempt to uncover that extra bit of
area only to be hit by the enemy at the last second.
Yet when you manage to pull it off it feels so good. 

The game features a host of power ups to help you
complete your task which you must capture. These
are Speed which speeds you up, Pow which
damages the enemy and Dash which makes you
move at lightning speed for a few seconds.  

Pandory
The Gaming Magazine

PANIC  
STREET

Release Date :  1999 

Developer :  Kaneko Co.L td .

System Releases :  Arcade

Genre :  Puzz le

Nothing wr
ong with

Gal's Panic
!!
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If you do happen to lose all your lives (or
should I say when you lose all your lives).
Then hitting the continue button will
reward you  with a random boost,
however these are a lot better than the
standard variety as there is also the
chance to also receive an extra life as
well, which is nice.

The game really is suitable for players of
all ages, and whilst it may not be to
everyone's tastes, it really is worth taking
a look at. This can especially be said if
you are bored of playing generic game X
or have just played your way through the
rather boring Hotdog Storm, a game I
am still deeply annoyed about for not
containing a Hotdog as the playable
character. 

So in closing, if you like Qix then this
game really is worth checking out. If you
like Gal's Panic but you don't want your
missus calling you a "Pervy Bastard" then
this game is for you. If however you want
to see gif's of boobs then give the
MubHub discord a browse as there are
plenty on there and I'm not just talking
about the members. 

Rob s
ure do

es like

sexy d
oods!!
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When I went to write this article I dropped all the
screenshot's I had taken of this game into the
document. Strangely I have managed to get a
screenshot of everything but the game itself in action.

Anyhow, Puzzle Exchanger is surprisingly enough a
puzzle game. The game offers solo and vs. modes,
one of which is against the computer and the other is
against a 2nd player. (Who I wiped the floor with and
called a noob when we played this together, she may
have gone running to her mum saying "Dad's being
mean to me!" but she shouldn't suck so much at the
game). 

The game sees you trying to match coins to then
increase the value up. So you match five or more 1's to
make a coin valued 5, two 5's for a 10 and so on.
Sounds simple enough but the game really can be
quite challenging, you will have a stack of coins and
will need just one more of the same type to clear or
transform them into another coin. The only problem
is the one you will need will be buried underneath a
whole host of other valued coins. 

It's a simple enough game to play and is easy to
understand for newcomers, however progressing
through the levels is another thing entirely as you can
easily get overwhelmed with the coins as they keep
appearing from the ceiling. If you can master this
game then I tip my hat to you good sir.

That is basically it, no bells, no whistles, nothing else
is really needed to make the game any more
enjoyable than it is. This is pure puzzle gaming in it's
simplest form and to be honest it works rather well. If
you haven't played it then this is one game that you
may want to check out. 

Pandory
The Gaming Magazine

MONEY
PUZZLE 
EXCHANGER

Release Date :  1997

Developer :  Face

System Releases :  Arcade,  NeoGeo

Genre :  Puzz le

Just about sums you up!

Fixed it for y
ou lazy g

it!!
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Release Date :  1990 

Developer :  IREM

System Releases :  Arcade,  SNES 

Genre :  Gol f  S im

Pandory
The Gaming Magazine

When it comes to decent Golf games there have
been a few standout titles over the years. Back in
the good old micro computer era of the 80's
Leaderboard set the bar pretty high as far as
what golf games could be like. This to me was
the measuring stick for how great these games
could be. Over the years we have had a mix of
great golf games like some of the Tiger Woods
games (not all), Hot Shot's Golf, Tee-Off and a few
more as well.

One thing you wouldn't expect though is for
IREM to develop a golf game, or should I say
develop a great golf game. When you think of
IREM you think of the R-Type series and a few
other random games, none of which are sports
titles. So just how did they manage to make a
Major Title a fun pick up and play golf simulator? 

It beat's me, but one thing is for sure that Major
Title does everything right to be an entertaining
game that is easy to pick up and play.
Graphically it looks nice and I can't really fault it,
the sound is okay, it's not unbearable but
nothing you would want to listen to in your free
time. 

The controls are simple, you use one button to
go through the menus. When you are on the tab
that you want to adjust you move the joystick
left or right to change clubs, direction, stance or
power and the other button as you would expect
is to take your shot.

While some would say that the game has been
surpassed by Tiger Woods and other games, that
maybe true but for a pick up and play game
Major Title offers a really good experience and
deserves to be checked out.

MAJOR 

TITLE

Golfs bloody
 boring, it's

about as ente
rtaining as

watching pai
nt dry.
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TAISEN
 TOKKAE
 DAMA

Well this is surprising, yet another puzzle game.
Whilst looking for a random game to play I came
across this one, I am not sure why I decided to
give it a try but I am glad that I did. 

Taisen Tokkae Dama is another matching puzzle
game with a slight difference to many of the
others out there. Instead of rotating blocks as they
fall you actually pick up and move the blocks,
swapping them with each other to make a match.

The rectangular blocks change into a ball when
an adjacent match of spherical blocks are made
of three or more. This can then create chains if any
two blocks of the same colour then touch the new
ball once it has transformed.

The gameplay really is quite simple, which is
always best for a puzzle game. The characters
look good and stand out from each other and
have different drops for the opposing side. (A bit
like in Super Puzzle Fighters). These go over to the
other side when you get a few matches with
bigger chains sending more blocks over to your
opponents side. 

If you are a fan of puzzle games then this is one
which you may want to check out. With it's replay-
ability and the chance to choose to play as a man
with a pink bow and teddy bear or an Axolotl this
is really a game where you can live out your weird
character dreams, all while playing a pretty fun
and solid puzzle game.

Pandory
The Gaming Magazine

I am seriou
sly wor

ried

about y
our me

ntal he
alth

Release Date :  1996

Developer :  Konami

System Releases :  Arcade

Genre :  Puzz le
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COMIX
ZONE

Release Date :  October  1995 

Developer :  Sega

System Releases :  Var ious

Genre :  Comic  Adventure

Pandory
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Comix Zone is regarded as being one of the best
Megadrive games that nobody really played
upon it's release. The problem was that whilst
Comix Zone offered something we hadn't seen
before, or even since I guess it was all down to
timing. 

Let's take you back to 1995, the Mega Drive was
slowly seeing the number of games released on
the system starting to slow down. This was due
to a number of reasons such as the failing Sega
CD and 32X addon's that had many gamers
losing faith in the console. To make matters
worse the Sega Saturn had just released the year
before and the PlayStation had just hit the UK
and European market the month prior. 

As such Comix Zone wasn't a must buy for many
gamers as they had either transitioned to the
Saturn, PlayStation or were eagerly awaiting the
Nintendo 64 to be released the year after. Which
some would argue is a shame.

Personally though I have to say that I am not a
fan of the game, sure the concept is a great idea.
The graphics look good and the sound is okay.
However there are only so many times you can
beat up the same enemies without it getting
repetitive. Moving through the different panes is
novel at first but when you have to wait for the
arrow to pop up to move to the next one it get's
a bit monotonous at best.

Another thing that I don't like about the game is
the difficulty and controls. You just feel like you
are pressing the buttons but the enemy seems to
not get hit and hits you instead. Comix Zone
looks nice but get's old after the first couple of
sections. It's a case of great idea but my god is it
boring.

Liar, it's an awesome ga
me!!
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Final Fight and Streets of Rage are probably two of
the finest scrolling brawler style games that have
been made in some peoples opinion. That doesn't
mean that these games are perfect by any means,
and the genre sure has a lot of better games out there
in my opinion. One of those is the excellent 1994
Capcom release Aliens vs. Predator game, another
has to be  Night Slashers by Data East.

Data East are one of those companies that make
quite a few memorable games and have made some
that quite rightly are regarded as all time Arcade
classics. Such as Two Crude Dudes (Crude Busters)
and the fantastic Robocop arcade game. 

Night Slashers has to fall into the 2nd category as it
really is a solid game that does nearly everything right
and very little wrong. The game uses a 3 button
system with the buttons being punch, jump and
special depending on your health. Unlike in most
games you don't just have one special move as you
can activate one by pressing the jump and punch
buttons at the same time. Another type is activated
by just pressing the special button, whilst surprisingly
a third one is activated by jumping in the air and then
pressing the special button.

The enemies in the game are all zombies, monsters or
just mentalists with large axes. The enemies are all
really well designed and are nice and big so you can
see the details whilst punching them in the face.
Another great thing I like about the game is when
you kill an enemy they kind of melt into a pile of goop
which looks really cool. The bosses are especially nice
being mainly well known characters such as
Frankenstein's Monster, Dracula or the Mummy for
example.

Pandory
The Gaming Magazine

What's so special about it?

does it light up??

NIGHT
SLAS
HERSRelease Date :  1993

Developer :  Data  East

System Releases :  Arcade

Genre :  Brawler
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The game let's you pick from three different
characters to play as. You have Jake White who is
an American monster hunter with robot arms
like Jax in Mortal Kombat. Christopher Pal who is
a European vampire hunter who's repertoire  of
moves includes a wicked DDT. Lastly we have a
female character who is a martial artist and 
 called Zhao Hong Hua. Together these heroes
band together to rid the world of all manner of
monsters.

After roughly 3 levels (sorry for not being exact)
you get to take part in the very first bonus level
in the game. In this bonus level you have to kick
the zombies who are buried in the ground in the
head. If that doesn't sound weird enough for you
the next bonus level you come across sees you
tapping the buttons frantically to throw a
zombie into a bunch of other ones who are
stood up like bowling pins. These bonus levels do
break up the action of the game giving you a
little reprieve before the next level commences.

Overall though this is a mighty fine game, that
looks, sounds and plays fantastically. I'm actually
gutted that I hadn't come across the game a lot
sooner as it really is a joy to play. The game
weighs in with roughly 8 or so stages and
inbetween each stage you get a bit of the story
flashing up to remind you of what you are doing. 

The story is actually pretty good as you
endeavour to rid the world of the undead and
other monsters to help keep mankind safe. Heck
the start of the game sees you saving a family
just as they are about to be attacked. I am
actually surprised that this has so many parts to
the story with the game being what it is as we
normally only get a start scene and end with
these types of games.

With so many games being out there for us
gamers to play it's easy to see how a game like
Night Slashers can go by undiscovered by many
people, Especially as many arcades didn't always
update their machines with the latest releases
all the time. That being said I have now
discovered it and feel richer for doing so. 

Night Slashers is a game that wants.... actually no
needs your attention. This game demands to be
played, I can guarantee that you will enjoy it if
only for the animation of enemies falling to bits
in front of your eyes.

Just play it again and check!!

I thought a Night Slasher was when you

woke up at 2am for a pee constantly!
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For those of you who don't know (probably aren't
British if that's the case) Dave 'The Animal' Perry is a
games journalist, TV & YouTube  presenter,  Tattooist
and owner of the Revolver Rooms Tattoo studio.
(Based in Torquay) He has also been responsible for
launching a number of British gaming magazines
including Games World, Play and PowerStation to
name just a few. 

He's worked as the co-commentator on the TV shows
Games Master and Games World and currently hosts
his own channel on YouTube called 'Games Animal
TV' which centres on memories of gaming during the
90's.  

So just what are 'The Animals' Top 10 games of all
time? Read on to find out.....

Pandory
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Name:  P layer  Manager
Release  Date :  1990
Developer :  Anco Software
Vers ion :  Amiga
Genre :  S im/Sports  Game

Dave's number 1 game is Player Manager, its a mix of management sim and
your normal football game. This one stood out from others though as not
only did you have the ability to manage the day to day running of the club
but you also got the chance to affect the result of the match by playing in it
as well, and this is where it got really good.

The management side to me was fine, you could train your team, make
transfers, edit your tactics and a few other things. Then when it came to
game day itself, this is where it felt a bit special as the game uses Dino Dini's
Kick Off engine which was an incredible game and possibly one of the best
games on the Amiga. (Well until Sensible Soccer was released of course).

The game was quite popular at the time and is still highly regarded today as
being the first real melding of management sim and football game in a
complete package that was/is worth playing. 

The game also got a sequel in the form of  Player Manager 2, I think I some
how ended up with the Fairlight edition after calling round a friends house.

MYTOP

TEN
GAMES

It's not football it's soccer!!

#1

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
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I have never played it so I will just right
some random words here to see if I can
get away with it. I know I may as well do
the shopping list to help the missus out
for when she next goes to Asda. She can
then just tear this page out of the issue
and she won't forget anything then.

Milk, bread, cat food, cat treats,
blueberry muffins, ice-cream if they
have any left in this bloody heat, spicy
pizza, roast beef, razors, bubble bath,
pepsi (not coke, f*ck coke), hotdogs and
mustard and babies in custard. 

Bacon, sausages, extra large condoms
(just get the small ones as normal as
they are for me and not the postman, I
just want the readers to not know about
my micro penis), crisps, fish fingers,
apples, lettuce, cheese and salad cream.
Don't get the Asda salad cream but the
Heinz one as the other one tastes really
vinegary and I won't use it. I think that's
about it. 

Pandory
The Gaming Magazine

Name:  M.U .D .S .
Mean Ugly  Di r ty  Sport
Release  Date :  1991
Developer :  Golden Gobl ins
Vers ion :  Amiga
Genre :  S im
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Name:  Witcher  3
Release  Date :  1995
Developer :  GameFreaks
Vers ion :  P laystat ion  4
Genre :  S im

It should come as very little surprise that the Witcher 3 is based on
the Netflix series starring Superman star Henry Cavell. The game
follows the shows story quite closely with Cavell's character Gerald 
 journeying across the land searching far and wide teaching
Pokemon to understand the power that's inside. 

His mission has been set by a witch (hence the name the Witcher) is
to hunt and capture 150 of these wild creatures called Pokemon
and report his findings about the creatures to a professor who can
be found at the local tavern known as 'The Oak'.

The creatures can also be levelled up, learn new moves and also
evolve into even stronger versions as you progress through the
game. One cool thing about the game is that you can even trade
items and Pokemon with other players with the use of a PS4 link
cable, making it even easier to catch them all in the base versions of
the game. 

Sounds easy doesn't it, well it would be if it wasn't for the evil Team
Rocket looking to stop you at every attempt with their own
powerful Pokemon. 

A further DLC added even more creatures to capture thanks to a tie
in with the makers of Digimon (which the Pokemon characters
were originally based on). But it kinda sucked so you are better off
avoiding the DLC and just play the original game.

You haven't played the Witcher h
ave you?

#2

#3

You do realise that w
e can all see the bit

s

in brackets don't you? Just delete th
is and

pinch a review from another maga
zine.

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
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Is there really anything more that can be said
about Street Fighter II, the game is possibly the
biggest fighting game of all time. The number
of system releases, updates and revisions to the
game is testament to how popular this game is.
 
The Street Fighter franchise has spawned
multiple games, comics, toys, anime and of
course possibly the best Kylie Minogue film of
all time!! Street Fighter II is really a global
phenomena that caught lightning in a bottle. 

Pandory
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Name:  Space  Hulk
Release  Date :  1995
Developer :  S ier ra
Vers ion :  3DO
Genre :  Dat ing S im

Name:  Street  F ighter  2
Release  Date :  1992
Developer :  Capcom
Vers ion :  Arcade
Genre :  F ight ing S imulator

#4

#5

Space Hunk is a futuristic game set in the Warhammer 40K univese.
You control Larry Taffer, a balding, leisure space armour suit wearing
man in his 40's who has decided to leave the Space Marines and
search for love in this amazing point and click game.

As Larry you travel around the galaxy attempting to seduce attractive
young alien females and trying to score a date with them in the
hopes of later on impregnating them spreading your seed across the
galaxy. As you would expect Larry is pretty unsuccessful in his quest
for love and hilarity ensues as he is turned away at every turn.

If this sounds a lot like another earth based game it's a total
coincidence and I haven't just ripped that off as I don't have a 3DO.

At least change the name of the
 character if

your going to rip off Leisure Suit Larry, not

everyone is as foolish as you!!

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
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You mention the PlayStation and the best
exclusive racing games series then you will
normally get people falling into a couple of
different camps. One of those is the purists
that like the boring Simulation style of
Gran Tourismo, then you have the cool kids
who like nothing more than  a fast paced
explosive racing action to electronic beats
that blows away the cobwebs and
demands your attention at every turn. 

The Wipeout series promises you nothing
but pure speed, tight turns and a
thumping soundtrack as you race around
the track speeding past your opponents.
Featuring power ups and boosts to help
destroy, protect or hinder opponents this is
quite simply arcade style racing at it's best.

Personally whilst I like Wipeout the PSP
version is pretty dangerous to play. In the
past I have become so engrossed whilst
playing that I have  missed my stop whilst
travelling on a train due to zoning out.

Burnout, Wipeout and other similar games
demand that you concentrate at all times
if you want to win. Which is something
equally fantastic and also a nightmare at
the same time. Especially if you end up 20
miles from your home and have to wait 40
minutes for a train back to your original
destination.  
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Name:  Wipeout  Pure
Release  Date :  2005
Developer :  SCE Studio  
                  L iverpool
Vers ion :  PSP
Genre :  Racing

Name:  R idge Racer
Release  Date :  1994
Developer :  Namco
Vers ion :  P layStat ion 
Genre :  Racing

#6

#7

Dumbass!!

Ridge Racer used to be synonymous with the PlayStation, bursting
onto the scene as one of the launch titles it blew my mind seeing
this game in motion. Sure these days it looks a bit jagged to say the
least but this was amazing. 

I still remember seeing this in Laser Quest and being amazed by
how fantastic it looked. Little did I know that I would be playing an
amazing conversion of the game in my own home just a few
months later. Namco made one amazing racing game, and whilst
the series may have gone downhill and eventually vanishing, the
first few games were amazing fun to play.

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
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Speedball 2 is an amazing game, all that I can say about it is if you haven't
played it then you really need to do so. It' a futuristic sports game a bit
like American football but without all the boring stoppages. You can
upgrade your players as well as purchase new ones to join your team to
help you progress through the league. Speedball is a joy to play in one
player mode, but in two player mode it really becomes something special.
We used to spend hours playing this game and it really is one of those
games that's easy to pick up but hard to put down. 
Oh and Ice-cream! Ice-Cream!!

Pandory
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Name:  Speedbal l  2
Release  Date :  1995
Developer :  The  Bi tmap Brothers
Vers ion :  Amiga
Genre :  Sports

Name:  NHL '94
Release  Date :  1995
Developer :  EA
Vers ion :  Megadr ive
Genre :  Sports

I have to admit that whilst I have actually owned a couple of
hockey games over the years it's one of those types of games that I
only really enjoy playing in couch co-op.  The last one I did play was
NHL 06 on the 360 and I have to say that was pretty amazing. 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_en-GBGB821GB821&sxsrf=ALeKk02h0wdLBd50vY6nj1tVnaJ1yp2NOQ:1626262019540&q=Anco+Software&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDO1SLJU4tZP1zc0MixMN8ox0VLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC1axMrrmJecrxCcn1ZSnliUuoOVEQCYlkkPUwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju0PGPuuLxAhWOQkEAHQT-APcQmxMoATAjegQILhAD
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Name:  Age of  Empires  I I
Release  Date :  1995
Developer :  PC
Vers ion :  PC
Genre :  S im

I think I tried to play the original version of the game
shortly after it came out. Unfortunately I got conned by
PC World and bought one of the crappest PC's that they
had.

I do know that the Definitive Version of Age of Empires
II has recently been released though, the word is the
updated version takes what was already a great game
(well 20 years ago) and gives it a swift kick up the arse
making it an all singing and game worthy of being
released today adding better graphics, expansions and
tweaks to the gameplay.

If it's made this list from Dave then it's probably worth
checking out if you have chance. As some of his other
games are this list are indeed classics that could quite
easily appear on anyone's gaming Top 10.

Also apologies that this Top 10 list actually features 10
games. The madness will return again soon, just please
if selected then don't give me 18+ games for your Top 10
list to try and beat the ones in issue #4.
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So that was Dave 'The Animal' Perry's Top 10 Games. I would like to say thank you to Dave for taking the
time to send us his Top 10 titles so we could feature it here.

Feel free to see what Dave is jump onto youtube and watch his Game Animal show, with 8 episodes so far
it it worth watching just to get his take on gaming during the 90's, the videos range from 3 minutes to
around 45, so they are all in digestible chunks to watch. (QR link below),

The short ones are ideal for when you only have a few minutes before you have to do something. I save the
longer ones for when my missus says she will be ready in five minutes before we set off somewhere. (It's
normally about an hour before she is ready and then blames me for us being late).

If you really want to show Dave your support then why not give Revolver Tattoo Rooms a call and get
booked in for a tattoo from Dave himself. Maybe you could get yourself a tattoo of Dave tattooing Dave
whilst he is reading the Pandory Magazine if you want to show some Pandory love as well. Just think a
tattoo with 2 Dave's is surely better than just getting just one.

Pandory
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What about Alex Kidd? I hear you ask. 

Well it should come as no surprise that I just
couldn't fit it into this issue. I could have
changed the cover and intro page but
thought sod it. 

So apologies if you feel conned but you
should be used to it now with the magazine,
it is free after all so you can have a refund if
you want. If you really want to see Alex Kidd
in a future issue then just shoot me a
message on the twitter and I will add it in a
future issue.

Thanks again for taking the time to read the
magazine, and thanks once again to Team
Pandory for hosting this and the other issues
so far. 

Until next time,

Flea
 

Next Issue

Pandory
The Gaming Magazine

@Magaz inepandora

F**K Alex Kidd!!! Sonic was miles better!!


